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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

DO NOT short circuit the battery. This can cause bursts in amperage, 
and lead to irreversible damage to the system or the battery (and 
possibly cause an explosion).

Please verify the polarity of the battery and load before connecting 
wiring. Reverse polarity can and will destroy the battery.

Make sure to tighten the battery terminals securely and use appropriate 
size wiring. Failure to make a secure connection could result in 
overheating and battery damage.

ONLY charge the battery with a charger that is compatible with lithium 
iron phosphate batteries.

Please charge the battery at least once every 3-6 months for 
maintenance and to prevent over-discharge. Long periods of storage 
can lead to deterioration of  battery performance.

DO NOT charge the battery at low temperatures (<-4℉) and discharge 
at high temperatures (>122℉).

Please ONLY connect batteries of the same manufacturer and model 
in parallel.

Please avoid too high a voltage difference between paralleled 
batteries, despite the auto-balancing function, to avoid triggering the 
over-current protection.  

If the battery shuts off due to low state of charge, please disconnect the 
battery from your equipment to eliminate parasitic loads and charge the 
battery as soon as possible.

It is highly recommended to pair the battery with low voltage disconnect 
devices in the system setup.

DO NOT string the battery in series.

DO NOT disassemble the battery.
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SMART LITHIUM IRON PHOSPHATE

OPERATIONS

Renogy Smart Lithium Iron Phosphate Batteries are shipped in shelf 
mode. The package will include an Activation Switch. You may activate 
the Smart LFP battery through the Activation Switch or by charging it.

Press the Power Button to activate the battery. The dim blue light 
should now be a bright blue indicator. Check the voltage to validate an 
active battery.

When first connecting the Activation Switch to the UP port on the 
battery, there will be a dim blue light on the Power Button indicating the 
battery is in shelf mode.

Powe Button

RJ45 Connector
Activation Switch

How to use the Activation Switch:



When connecting the batteries in parallel, a communication cable is 
not needed for the auto-balancing function. This is done automatically.

NOTE

It is not mandatory to leave the Activation Switch connected to the UP 
port on the battery during operation. Users may disconnect the 
Activation Switch after activation.

NOTE

Renogy reserves the right to change

 the contents of this manual without notice.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

When the battery voltage is too low to reliably operate load demands, 
please charge the battery as soon as possible.

When the battery temperature is too high or too low, please cut off all 
connections and let the battery stand by until it cools down or warms up 
to room temperature.

When too high of a current passes through the battery and causes 
battery failure, please disconnect the load, and the battery will resume 
normal operation.

If the battery fails due to a short-circuit, please remove the short circuit 
immediately, and the battery will resume normal operation.

When the battery is locked out due to over-discharge, please activate 
the battery using an external charging device that has the lithium 
battery activation function.
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Cell Type LiFePO4
Rated Capacity 100Ah
Nominal Voltage 12.8V

Max Continuous Charge Current 50A

Max Continuous Discharge Current 100A

Recommended Charge Voltage 14.4V
Recommended Float Voltage 14.4V
Operating Temperature 32℉ ~122℉ / -20℃ ~ 50℃
Storage Temperature -13℉ ~ 149℉ / -25℃ ~ 65℃

Dimension 11.4 x 6.8 x 7.4in 
289 x 172 x 187.5 mm

Replacement Bolt Size M8 x 1 x 20mm

Cycle Life 4000 (80% DOD/ 25℃)

How To Use Activation Switch

If you have multiple batteries in parallel, you will need to disconnect 
each battery and utilize the Activation Switch on each battery to put it 
into shelf mode. 

Simply plug the Activation Switch, observe the bright blue light, and 
hold down the Power Button for 2-3 seconds before the bright blue light 
goes dim to successfully put the battery into shelf mode.

Storing the Battery:

Technical Specifications


